
  
 
 
Climate Witness: Marush Narankhuu, Mongolia 
 

 

About Marush: Marush Narankhuu is 67 years old and lives at 
Tsagaan gol (White river) at the Chandmani soum of Khovd aimag. He 
and his ancestors have been cattle herdsman for generations however 
the drought of the last decade has meant that his future as a cattle 
herdsman may be in doubt.   
 

Quote: “Khar Us Lake has evaporated dramatically within the last four to five years. Even 
small hand-wells have dried up. There were many small ponds around the lake. None of 
them exist now. This land used to be all water, now ger (traditional Mongolian nomadic round 
houses) are built on it.” 

 
Marush’s story: Lack of water and pasture have pushed cattle herders to their limits 
 
My name is Marush Narankhuu and I am 67 years old. This is my homeland- Tsagaan gol (White river) at the 
Chandmani soum of Khovd aimag. My ancestors lived here as herdsmen for a long time. I have been a herdsman 
almost from my birth and I did not attend school. I have 14 children, four of whom became herdsmen while the others 
live in the cities.  
 
This place was really beautiful, when I was young. There was grass everywhere and we had great and rich summers, 
winters, spring and fall. The herdsmen used to come for the pasture. We had had a peaceful life all around the lake.  
 
Khar Us Lake has evaporated dramatically within the last four to five years. Even small hand-wells have dried up. 
There were many small ponds around the lake. None of them exist now. This land used to be all water, now ger 
(traditional Mongolian nomadic round houses) are built on it.  

For the last two years, no grass has grown at the Jargalant Khairkhan and the cattle are very weak. Generally the 
situation is not on our side. Our wellbeing is completely dependent on nature and the weather. Herdsmen are trying to 
live closer to the lake and some have settled on the island on the lake. It shows how badly we are dependent on the 
water of lake.  
 
It is obvious that this small place cannot meet everyone’s needs. Even though we pasture the cattle here, it is 
impossible to water them here. There is no spring and ponds around here. There is no water in the lake, only mud.   I 
think we have reached the boundary whether it is possible for us and the community to keep our cattle or not and I 
believe that the Government should take a great measures and provisions now to fix the situation.  

I am not sure how they can increase the moisture or stop the dryness but nevertheless there are a lot of things they 
could be done within the international framework and also local projects to help us to overcome these difficulties and 
find the peace.  
 
There is an environmental conservation community called ‘Summit Jargalant’ at the Tsagaan River. The people are no 
longer pursuing the greatest number of cattle, but instead making nice products from the wool of the cattle. “Summit 
Jargalant” (Jargalant Orgil) is one of the most successful communities in generating alternative income by using the 
natural resources sustainably.  

Read full testimonial and scientific background: www.panda.org/climatewitness/narankhuu 
 
WWF-Mongolia contact:  
Delgermaa Armaa (Degi) 
Tel: +976 11 311659 ext 812 
Email: delgermaa@wwf.mn 
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